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Abstract
We at CRC have designed and LSI Logic has manufactured 
two test chip designs; these were used to investigate the 
characteristics of actual production defects and the 
effectiveness of various test techniques in detecting their 
presence. This paper presents a characterization of the 
defects that shows that very few defective chips act as if 
they had a single-stuck fault present and that most of the 
defects cause sequence-dependent behavior.
A variety of techniques are used to reduce the size of test 
sets for digital chips. They typically rely on preserving the 
single-stuck-fault coverage of the test set. This strategy 
doesn’t guarantee that the defect coverage is retained.  
This paper presents data obtained from applying a variety 
of test sets on two chips (Murphy and ELF35) and 
recording the test escapes. The reductions in test size can 
thus be compared with the increases in test escapes. The 
data shows that, even when the fault coverage is preserved, 
there is a penalty in test quality. Also presented is the data 
showing the effect of reducing the fault coverage. 
Techniques studied include various single-stuck-fault 
models including inserting faults at the inputs of complex 
gates such as adders, multiplexers, etc. This technique is 
compatible with the use of structural RTL netlists. Other 
techniques presented include compaction techniques and 
don’t care bit assignment strategies. 

1. Introduction
This paper presents the data that we collected on a 

tester and compares it with fault model derived data. 
Accuracy and effectiveness demonstrated by this data are 
commented on. The paper focuses on results from the 
ELF35 chip and compares some of the results with their 
Murphy counterparts. 

The two test chips were designed to permit very 
thorough and varied tests to be applied and the 
corresponding response data to be collected. The defects 
that are present on the chips are only those that occurred 
naturally during fabrication. No artificial defects were 
inserted. We were interested to compare the results for 
these two chips from different technologies. Reliability 
defects are also of interest, but will be discussed in another 
paper.

The Murphy chip design contains 4 copies each of 5 
different very simple completely combinational cores 
(called Circuits under Test or CUTs in previous 

publications). Two cores are data path structures and the 
other 3 are control logic designs. 

The ELF35 chip design contains multiple copies each 
of 6 different cores. Two of the cores are sequential data 
path structures (two different implementations of the 2901 
arithmetic processor). The other 4 are combinational (three 
data path designs and one translator). 

Besides nominal voltage testing, Very-Low-Voltage 
(VLV) testing and IDDQ testing were also applied to all the 
packaged chips. In VLV testing, the supply voltage is 1.4V 
for ELF35 and 1.7V for Murphy. These voltages are about 
two times the transistor threshold voltage [Chang 96]. In 
IDDQ testing, the threshold was set to 100 mA for ELF35 
and 300 mA for Murphy, which are typical values that LSI 
Logic uses for chips of comparable sizes in these 
technologies. A weak suspect core is a core that passed 
every test at nominal voltage but failed VLV or IDDQ. 

Figure 1 shows the ELF35 core classification tree. A 
total of 495 interesting cores are identified. Interesting 
cores are the union of defective cores and weak suspect 
cores. Among these 495 interesting cores, 324 of them are 
defective and 171 of them are weak suspects. Among the 
324 defective cores, 101 of them are FOSTS (fail only 
some test sets) and the others are FATS (fail all test sets). 
Among the 171 weak suspect cores, 130 of them failed 
only IDDQ testing and 9 of them failed only VLV testing. 
The other 32 failed both VLV and IDDQ testing. Figure 2 
shows the same classification tree for the Murphy chips. 

Most of our tester data was collected by applying 
patterns obtained from ATPG programs. The rationale for 
using many sources of patterns was either to minimize any 
bias caused by a particular ATPG source or because some 
tools have capabilities lacking in other tools. We have 
generated (or tool vendors have donated) various test sets 
from many academic tools (including Rutgers University, 
Texas A&M, University of Illinois, University of Iowa, and 
Stanford CRC) and commercial tools (including Fastscan, 
Sunrise, Syntest, and Tetramax.)
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2. Characteristics of the defects 

2.1. Sequence dependence 
Since combinational circuits contain no memory 

elements, the response to a particular input combination 
should not depend on previous input combinations§. The 
insertion of a single- (or multiple-) stuck-at fault should not 
cause a combinational circuit to act as a sequential circuit, 
by exhibiting dependence of its output on previous inputs. 
Neither should other faults such as non-feedback bridging 
faults. We thought it would be interesting to check whether 
the defects on our chips transformed our combinational 
logic circuits into sequential circuits. To do this we applied 
each of our 100% single-stuck-at fault model test sets six 
times, each time using the same set of patterns but applying 
them in a different order. Order 1 is that obtained from the 
ATPG tool, order 2 is the same set of patterns with an all-0 
pattern inserted between each pair of original vectors. 
Order 3 inserts an all-1 pattern instead of the all-0 pattern. 
Order 4 inserts the bit-wise complement between each pair 
of patterns. Order 5 inserts a one bit shift between each pair 
of patterns and order 6 applies the original patterns in the 
reverse order. 

43% of the defective Murphy chips and 42% of the 
defective ELF35 chips had sequence dependent test 
responses. Clearly the defects in these chips are not acting 
like single-stuck-at faults. The defects in these chips 
changed them from combinational circuits to sequential 
circuits. Naturally, we wondered what kinds of defects 
were causing this behavior. One possible defect that could 
do this is one that acts like a stuck-open fault [Li 02].¦ By 
matching the tester traces (response data) to the simulated 
circuit response in the presence of a particular stuck-open 
fault, Li identified 9 of the 45 Murphy sequence-dependent 
chips that act as if they contain defects causing such faults,
[Li 02]. We have not carried out failure mode analysis to 
confirm this diagnosis.

Another possible defect that could cause sequence-
dependent behavior is one that causes a feedback bridging 
fault. We have not yet succeeded in diagnosing all of the 
chips with sequence-dependent test responses and are also 
trying to diagnose the defective Elf35 chips. This study is 
continuing. 

§ Often taken as the definition of a combinational circuit. 
¦ This defect inserts a capacitive dynamic memory.

2.2. Timing-dependent defects 
We define a timing dependent defect as one that 

escapes the test at some speeds within the specification 
range and is detected at some others of the same test set. 
The timing dependent defects were found by applying all of 
our 100% single-stuck test sets at 3 different speeds. Some 
of the defective chips with sequence-dependent behavior 
also have output responses that depend on the speed of the 
test: 105 (32%) of the defective Elf35 chips and 39 (34%) 
of the defective Murphy chips. Possible causes of such 
behavior are resistive-opens, connections that have 
significantly higher resistance than intended or transistors 
with lower drive than designed for. 

2.3. Single stuck-at faults 
A bare majority (58%) of the defects in the ELF35 

chips are combinational defects. They cause the faulty 
chips to continue to act like combinational circuits. Some 
of these chips might be modeled as having single- stuck-at 
faults. To investigate this, we used the same technique of 
matching tester response data with simulated response; in 
this case the simulation was for circuits with single stuck-at 
faults, [Li 02]. Only 15 (5%) of the defective Elf35 chips 
act like circuits with single- stuck-at faults; more of the 
defective Murphy chips – 41 (35%) – behave like they have 
single-stuck-at faults. 

The ratios of various defect types present in the Elf35 
and Murphy chips are summarized in Figure 3 and Figure 
4. This data clearly shows that the single-stuck fault model 
is not an accurate representation of the behavior of a chip in 
the presence of a manufacturing defect.§ This suggests that 
the stuck-at fault model should not be relied on in 
diagnosing defects on faulty chips. On the other hand, the 
stuck-at fault model has been very effective when used to 
generate test patterns. The next section discusses using the 
stuck-at fault model for applications other than diagnosis. 

3. The stuck-at fault model 
This section describes using tester data for screening 

out defective chips rather than diagnosing defects. Most of 
the defective chips failed all of the test sets that we applied. 
We call these FATS or Fail All Test Sets. Out of the 324 
defective ELF35 chips 101 are FOSTS and the 116 Murphy 
chips include 27 that fail only some test sets. Some of the 
test sets applied were not very thorough such as the 50% 
single stuck-at test set. Only the remaining FOSTS (fail 
only some test sets) chips are relevant to the study in this 
section of the effectiveness of various test techniques. 
Thus, the data presented here excludes the FATS chips. 

One of the most important roles of the single stuck-at 
fault model is as a metric for evaluating the thoroughness 
of a test set. We will discuss this first and then mention 
some other applications. 

§ Multiple stuck faults do not avoid the difficulties of the 
single-stuck fault model. While there is evidence that some 
defective chips behave as if they had multiple faults, there 
are still the issues of sequence dependence and complexity. 
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Everyone reading this paper knows what the single 

stuck-at fault model is; or do we each have our own 
definition? We would probably all agree that some node in 
the network is fixed at a logic value (0 or 1) independent of 
the values of any other nodes in the network. The areas of 
possible disagreement are: (a) which network 
representation and (b) which nodes should have fixed 
values.

The network could be represented using the design file 
made up either of gates from the cell library or using 
structural RTL. These library gates typically include the 
elementary gates: AND, OR, NAND, NOR as well as some 
complex gates such as XOR gates, multiplexers, full 
adders, etc. Another possible network representation would 
use only elementary gates, replacing each complex gate 
with a network of elementary gates having the same 
functionality.§ Thus, at least two different network 
representations are currently used. 

The other issue is the set of nodes from which to 
choose the node with the fixed logic value. The most 
careful approach is to include all primary inputs, 
elementary gate inputs and outputs, and primary outputs. 
This and other models are listed in Table 1. 

Models 1, 2 and 4 are each supported by some 
commercial ATPG tools. There are theoretical results 
suggesting that Model 5 can be just as effective as Model 1 
in generating test patterns [Mei 75]. 

§ Some commercial ATPG tools provide an option of deriving this 
representation automatically. This representation may not 
correspond precisely to the actual silicon implementation since it 
isn’t always possible to find the correct primitive gate equivalent 
of a complex gate (the library information may not be exact). 

Table 1. List of Single Stuck-at Fault Models. 
Model Fault sites 

1. Elementary 
Gate Faults 

All elementary gate inputs, elementary 
gate outputs, primary inputs and outputs

2. Complex 
Gate Faults 

All library gate inputs, library gate 
outputs, primary inputs and outputs 
(RTL faults)

3. Partially 
Complex Gate 
Faults  

All elementary gate inputs and outputs, 
fan-out free library elements inputs and 
outputs, and primary inputs and outputs.

4. Gate-output 
Faults 

All gate outputs (all nets), primary 
inputs and outputs. Gates can be 
complex or elementary.

5. Dominance-
reduced faults 

All inputs and output of fanout-free 
subnetworks of elementary gates, 
primary inputs and outputs

The way the single stuck-at fault model is used in 
connection with test pattern generation is by means of a 
program that attempts to generate input patterns causing the 
network output with the fault present in the network to 
differ from the output of the fault-free network. The metric
or figure of merit for the set of patterns generated is the 
single stuck-at fault coverage, the percentage of the 
modeled faults that are detected by some pattern in the set. 
Clearly this value depends on which single stuck-at fault 
model is used. 

But the real issue is the effectiveness of the model in 
producing test sets that detect the defects. We investigated 
this by generating test sets using each of these models, 
applying them to our faulty Murphy and Elf35 chips, and 
determining how many faulty chips were not detected by 
each of the test sets. A closely related issue is what 
percentage of the single stuck-at faults is detected by the 
test set, the fault coverage; if the fault coverage is less than 
100%, does that mean that more defective chips will escape 
detection? Results answering this and many other test 
quality related questions are presented in the next section. 

4. Single-stuck test data reduction 
In this section, we present data relevant to the impact 

of test data reduction techniques on the quality of the test. 
We quantify the quality by the number of defective chips 
that escape a test set (test escapes). 

4.1. Test set compaction 
The number of patterns in a test set, test set size, is an 

important characteristic of the test set; it affects the amount 
of tester memory and test application time [Hamzaoglu 00]. 
Reducing the test set size is an important goal, especially if 
it can be done without sacrificing defective chip detection. 
Commercial ATPG, automatic test pattern generation, tools 
typically give the user a choice of (1) dynamic test 
compaction, (2) static test compaction, or (3) no 
compaction. These techniques take advantage of the fact 
that test patterns typically contain a large percentage of 
unspecified (don’t care) bits [Barnhart 01]. Dynamic
compaction is performed by running fault simulation at 
several stages of the test pattern generation process and 
dropping the faults that are detected by the generated 
patterns. Static compaction is performed by combining the 
patterns that don’t have any conflicts in the specified bit 



positions. Some ATPG tools reverse the order of the 
generated patterns and then perform simulation and drop 
the patterns that don’t detect additional faults. This is 
believed to reduce the test data because the faults that are 
detected with the initial patterns are most of the time easy 
faults that have a high detectability (many patterns detect 
them). The last patterns in the test set normally detect low 
detectability faults. That is why reversing the pattern order 
eliminates the need for some of them.

Compaction preserves the fault coverage, but since 
there are fewer patterns it is possible that the defect 
detection suffers. This is sometimes discussed by calling 
the ability of patterns to detect defects that don’t 
correspond to single stuck-at faults collateral coverage and 
the corresponding faults unmodeled faults. We now know 
that most of the defects are not accurately represented as 
single stuck-at fault; thus most of the defects correspond to 
unmodeled faults. In any event, it is important to determine 
whether compaction reduces the ability of the test set to 
detect defects. In order to investigate the effect of 
compaction on test escapes we tested the ELF chips using 
both compacted and uncompacted test sets. The results are 
shown in Figure 5. The figure shows the number of escapes 
that occurred with uncompacted test sets and the increase in 
the escapes due to compaction for various fault coverages. 
The results in the figure suggest that at all fault coverages 
used in the experiment, there is a significant price for 
compaction. Since we are not disclosing the tool used, we 
are reporting the results from the tool with the maximum 
increase in escapes at each fault coverage applied. 
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Figure 5 Increase in escapes due to compaction. 
 shows the test lengths for the uncompacted tool 1C 

test sets and the reduction in test length obtained by 
compaction. The other tools had similar results. Although 
compaction preserves fault coverage, the results show that 
it doesn’t preserve defect coverage. On the other hand, the 
percentage reduction in test size gained by compaction is 
significant as shown in the summary of this section. 

4.2. Fault coverage reduction 
Reducing fault coverage requirements is another way 

to reduce test set size. This option is appealing because it’s 
widely observed that the last small increase in fault 
coverage requires a considerable number of test patterns. 
Eliminating these patterns results in a far smaller 
percentage reduction in fault coverage than in test length. 

Table 2. Uncompacted Test Lengths and the 
Compaction Reduction for Tool 1C. 

100% Fault 
Coverage

99% Fault 
Coverage

95% Fault 
Coverage

TL D TL 
Comp

TL D TL 
Comp

TL D TL 
Comp

LSI 318 128 317 124 173 27 
TOPS 518 202 502 174 310 122 
SQR 42 20 40 18 36 13 
M12 72 31 58 19 47 19 
MA 103 50 66 6 32 0 
PB 3176 489 2887 364 2198 174 

Using three commercial ATPG tools, we generated 
test sets with fault coverage varying between 50% and 
100% for the ELF35 cores. The number of escapes caused 
by decreasing the fault coverage is plotted in . Similar 
results for Murphy cores are plotted in . 

The figures show that reducing fault coverage (even 
by a small fraction) consistently comes with a price in 
defect coverage. For all tools, the plots show that the higher 
the fault coverage used the higher the defect coverage 
achieved. Although it is not an accurate model for the 
actual defects (as shown in the previous section), the 
single-stuck fault model is a good measure of the 
thoroughness of the test. 
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4.3. Using complex gates for fault sites 
Using complex gates nodes as fault sites instead of 

elementary gates leads to fewer fault sites in the circuit. 
This may reduce the number of test patterns required to test 
the circuit. In a way, placing faults at the RTL pins is an 
extreme in using complex gates as fault sites. We applied 
test patterns generated using both the elementary gate fault 
model and the complex gate fault model (Table 1). The 
results are shown in . The figure shows the number of 
escapes using elementary gates and the increase in escapes 
with complex gates using different fault coverage values 
(compacted and uncompacted). The increase in escapes 
shown is obtained from the tool that gave the maximum 
increase in escapes at each fault coverage value. The results 
demonstrate that there can be a definite penalty in the 
number of test escapes due to using the complex gate 
model rather than the elementary gate model. The figure 
also shows that this applies to compacted and uncompacted 
test sets. Based on these results, complex gate faulting 
results in a considerable degradation in test quality. 
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4.4. Using only gates outputs for fault sites 
Another technique that is sometimes used to reduce 

the fault list, the number of faults for which to generate test 
patterns, is to consider stuck faults at only gate outputs 
rather than at both gate inputs and outputs. This, in effect, 
eliminates the possibility of a fanout branch having a stuck 
value while the other branches and the stem are fault-free. 
The test set is reduced as a consequence of using only gate 
outputs as fault sites. Table 3 shows the number of tester 
escapes that occurred for the ELF35 chip when test sets 
were generated using the design netlist with faults at both 
gate inputs and outputs compared to test sets with faults 
only at gate outputs. There is a consistent increase in the 
test escapes when the gate inputs are not faulted. 
Table 3. Comparison of test escapes for faults at 
both complex gate inputs and outputs and faults 

only on complex gate outputs – Tool4 
Coverage 90% 95% 99% 100% 
SSF test for gates inputs and 
outputs as fault sites 6 4 4 4 

SSF test for gates outputs 
only as fault sites 8 6 5 4 

Difference 2 2 1 0 

4.5. Assignment of unspecified bits 
Compression techniques are widely used to reduce test 

data. In compression, some coding theory concepts are used 
to reduce the test pattern storage requirement. Additional 
decoding circuitry is needed on chip to decode the stored 
data into the actual test patterns. In many cases, a particular 
assignment of don’t care values is used to maximize the 
compression ratio. This is the case when run-length 
encoding is used. Also, for some tester architectures, 
repeating the last care bit value through the following don’t 
care bits reduces storage requirements. 

We tried different don’t care bit assignment options to 
find out their impact on test quality. We implemented one-
fill (using value 1 for all don’t cares), zero-fill, repeat fill 
(repeating the last care bit) and random-fill. The resulting 
data is shown in . The results show clear penalties for using 
the same value to fill the don’t care bits. 

Table 4. Comparison of different don’t care 
assignment options. 

LSI2901 TOPS2901 
Length Escapes Length Escapes 

One fill 5215 4 8590 5 
Zero fill 5215 7 8590 9 

Repeat fill 5215 0 8590 0 
Random fill 5215 0 8590 0 

4.6. Test data reduction summary 
The previous subsections presented individual data for 

various test data reduction techniques. Two main criteria 
are what matters in test data reduction, the amount of 
reduction in test data and the impact on test quality. Having 
the chance to evaluate this impact based on real defect data 
with our ELF35 chips, we summarized these data for all 
test set reduction techniques using all tools we have. 

Figure 9 shows a graph relating the increase in 
defective chips that escape the test and the percentage 
reduction in test set size with different reduction techniques 
for three commercial tools. The reference for the test 
reduction and the increase in escapes is a100% SSF test set 
generated for elementary gates with each tool. In this 
graph, the closer the technique is to the bottom left corner 
the better it is. Reducing the fault coverage requirement to 
90% gives the maximum reduction in test data but at the 
same time increases considerably the number of escapes. 
The reader is invited to draw all combinations of 
conclusions that serve his or her interest. An interesting 
observation is that, for tool 9, reducing the coverage 
requirement to 95% is better than compaction. It results in 
further reduction in the test set while maintaining the same 
quality level. For the other two tools, compaction is even 
better than reducing the fault coverage to 99%. The inserted 
graph in the figure has the same data for tools 1 and 4 only. 
We separated these two tools from the third one because 
they, unlike tool 9, had comparable results for most of the 
reduction options. 

Another interesting observation is that at 100% 
coverage, using complex gate pins as fault sites instead of 
elementary gates did not result in any penalties in test 
quality for tools 1 and 4. Doing the same with tool 9 
resulted in a penalty in test quality. Using only gate outputs 



as fault sites was available with one of the tools only and it 
was worse than compacting the test set. 
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5. N-detect results 
We learned from results in  and related results that 

higher fault coverage leads to higher defect coverage and 
that 100% fault coverage tests missed some defects. This 
made us wonder whether there was some way to generate a 
more thorough single stuck-at fault test set. One way to do 
this is to have a test set in which each single stuck-at fault 
is detected more than once. This is called an N-detect test 
set. In a 2-detect test set, each single stuck-at fault is 
detected by at least two different test patterns [Ma 95], 
[McCluskey 00]. 

The data collected by applying test sets with varying 
fault coverages on the tester is shown in  for ELF35 and  
for Murphy, where 2A is an academic ATPG tool. A tester 
escape or escape for short is defined as one defective chip 
that is not detected by any of the patterns in a particular test 
set.  lists the number of tester escapes for test sets with 
single-stuck fault coverages varying from 15-detect to 50%. 
The columns labeled 1C, 4C and 9C correspond to three 
different commercial ATPG tools. The design file was used 
to generate the test sets. 

Table 5. Number of test escapes vs. fault 
coverage of compacted test sets for ELF35. 

Tools 1C 4C 9C 
15 0 3 - 
10 1 2 - 
5 2 1 - 
3 2 4 - 

N-Detect

2 3 5 - 
1.00 3 5 3 
0.99 2 7 3 
0.95 8 7 5 
0.90 9 9 10 
0.80 18 28 27 

SSF

Fault

0.50 91 70 73 

The data in the two tables above clearly suggests that 
the thoroughness of a test set measured by the number of 
defective chips that escape detection by that test set is 
strongly correlated to the test set fault coverage. 

TARO (Transition faults propagated to All Reachable 
Outputs) from [Tseng 01] was applied to all combinational 
cores of ELF35 and Murphy. All of the TARO test sets 
resulted in zero escpaes for all cores they were applied to. 

Table 6. Number of test escapes vs. fault 
coverage of compacted test sets for Murphy. 

Tools 1C 4C 9C 2A 
15 - 0 - 0 
10 - - - 0 
5 - 0 - 0 
3 - - - 0 

N-Detect

2 - - - 2 
1.00 7 3 5 3 
0.99 7 4 6 - 
0.95 9 10 8 - 
0.90 20 15 13 - 

SSF

Fault
Coverage

0.80 27 20 18 - 

Table 7 Test Escapes of Sequential and Scan Test Sets. 
Test Description LSI2901 (total 89 defective chips) TOPS2901 (total 29 defective chips) 
set#  Cov 

%
Test

length
Escapes Tester 

data
Tester 
Time 

Cov
%

Test
length

Escapes Tester 
data

Tester 
time 

1C Scan SSF 100 319 2 386K 174K 100 504 0 1M 485K 
4C Scan SSF 100 193 2 234K 105K 100 386 0 781K 371K 
1C-.8 Scan SSF 80 64 5 78K 35K 80 114 1 230K 110K 
4C-.8 Scan SSF 80 33 7 40K 18K 80 72 2 145K 69K 
3C.s Seq. SSF 77 517 4** 64K 0.5K - - - - - 
4C.s Seq. SSF 75 710 4** 87K 0.7K - - - - - 
5A Seq. SSF 78 888 4** 109K 0.9K 65 1,498 3* 154K 1.5K 
D.0 Verif. 82 3,121 4** 384K 3K 55 429 12 44K 0.4K 
T.3C Scan 

transition 100 653 2 80K 356K 80 100 0 10K 96K 
T.3C.s Seq. 

transition 82 4,070 2* 500K 4K - - - - - 
* includes one slow escape  ** includes two slow escapes 



6. Sequential ATPG results 
Table 7 compares the test escapes of sequential test 

sets and scan test sets (also known as structural tests) for 
the sequential cores in ELF35. Their single-stuck fault 
coverage and test length are shown for the reader’s 
reference. The test lengths of scan test sets are the number 
of scan loads. There are 544 cycles in a scan load of 
LSI2901 and 961 cycles in a scan load of TOPS2901. The 
test lengths of sequential test sets are the number of system 
clocks. A dash “-“ in this table means the corresponding 
test set is not available. The tester data column corresponds 
to the number of bits that need to be stored in the tester for 
each test set. The tester time column corresponds to the 
number of clock cycles needed to test the core with the 
given test set. 

The sequential test sets were applied at three different 
speeds. There are some cores that failed sequential tests at 
characterized speed and escaped the test only at slow speed. 
For scan test sets, the system clocks are also applied at 
three different speeds and the scan load and unload 
operations are applied at a fixed clock rate of 1MHz. 

The table shows that sequential test sets are effective 
when applied at speed. Figure 3 shows that more than 30% 
of the defects are timing defects. If the test is not applied at 
speed then scan testing yields a better test quality. 

The verification test sets in Table 7 were provided by 
the designers. They are fault graded to have 82% SSF fault 
coverage for one core and 55% for the other. They had 4 
test escapes for one core and 12 for the other. The last two 
rows in the table show the transition fault test sets 
generated by tool 3C. They both had two test escapes. The 
test length of the sequential transition fault test set is more 
than 4 times longer than the SSF sequential test set. 

7. Conclusions
We classified the defects based on their behavior and 

found that even though 35% of the defects in Murphy 
behaved like SSFs, in the newer chip only 5% of the 
defects did. We also found that almost half of the defects 
for both chips exhibited sequential behavior. This suggests 
that ATPG techniques that ignore the order of the test 
patterns run the risk of missing many of these defects. For 
ELF35, only two test sets had no test escapes: TARO and 
15-detect.

We studied a number of test set size reduction 
techniques: compaction, complex gates, gate outputs, fault 
coverage reduction, etc. Some of the techniques preserved 
fault coverage but none of them could be relied on to 
preserve test quality. 
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Appendix
The Murphy chip, was discussed along with some of 

its data in [McCluskey 00]. LSI Logic fabricated the 
Murphy chip in their LFT150K CMOS gate array 
technology (Leff = 0.7 m). It has 25k gates in a 120-pin 
Ceramic PGA package with 96 signal pins. Vdd is 5 volts. 
This paper presents data for the 116 chips that failed at 
least one of the 265 test sets applied at 3 supply voltages 
and 4 test speeds. One objective of this paper is to compare 
the Murphy data with the data collected on the ELF35 chip, 
a more recent technology.  

LSI Logic fabricated the ELF35 chip in their G10P 
standard cell technology (Leff = 0.35 m). It has 265k gates 
in a 272-pin plastic BGA package with 96 signal pins. Vdd 
is 3.3 volts. Over ten thousand chips were tested. This 
paper presents data for the 324 chips that failed at least one 
of the 278 test sets applied at 2 voltages and 3 test speeds. 
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Abstract
This paper presents delay test data collected from test 

chips fabricated in a 0.18m technology.  The experimental 
data shows that process monitor structures such as on-
chip ring oscillators are effective in identifying slow parts 
while performing transition fault testing at frequencies 
slower than the rated frequency. 

1.  Introduction
Delay defects affect the operating speed but not the 

static functionality of manufactured circuits.  An IC which 
is supposed to operate correctly at 1 GHz, for example, 
may produce incorrect outputs for a few input 
combinations when operated at 1 GHz in the presence of a 
delay defect.  However, depending on the amount of extra 
delay introduced by the defect, the part may produce 
correct outputs for all input combinations when operated at 
800 MHz.  Delay defects represent a significant fraction of 
total defect population so that it is necessary to apply delay 
tests to keep the quality level (often referred to as 
defective parts per million or DPM) acceptably low 
[McCluskey 00, Saxena 02, Kim 03]. 

The maximum frequency at which a part operates 
correctly for a given operating condition is influenced by 
three major factors: process spread, process shift and the 
presence of spot defects.  Often, the term process variation 
is used to indicate both process spread and process shift 
effects.  Process variation is a small natural variation in 
physical parameters from one manufactured part to the 
other.  It is often assumed that the distribution of delays of 
manufactured parts due to process variation follows a 
normal distribution function.  Figure 1.1 shows such a 
theoretical normal distribution.  Process variation causes 
parts to have delays greater or less than the mean delay 
(Fig. 1.1) – this is referred to as the process spread.  The 
more the standard deviation of the delay distribution, the 
more is the process spread.  Process excursions can change 
the mean of the delay distribution – this is referred to as 
process shift.  Tight process control generally keeps 
process variation within set boundaries but cannot 
completely eliminate it.  Delay defects can affect a large 
portion of the die and hence the speed of many paths in a 
given design – these are often termed as global delay 
defects or distributed delay defects.  A random delay 
defect, also called a spot defect, occurs in a single location 

and only affects the speeds of paths passing through that 
location. 

Delay

No. of 
parts 

Mean Delay m m + 3s

Figure 1.1. Normal distribution for process variation.

The basic objective of delay testing is to ensure that a 
shipped part produces correct outputs when operated at the 
application clock period (called the rated clock period 1).
In certain circumstances, delay testing is performed to 
identify the frequency at which the part will operate 
correctly – this is called speed binning.  In this paper, 
we’re not concerned with speed binning.  The rated 
frequency of a design is chosen in such a way that the 
majority of the manufactured parts produce correct outputs 
when operated at a speed greater than or equal to the rated 
frequency.  For example, in the normal distribution of 
Fig.1.1 suppose that the mean delay is m units and the 
standard deviation is s units.  If the application clock 
period is m units, then roughly 50% of the manufactured 
parts will have delays greater than the application clock 
period due to process variation.  If most parts must have 
delays very close to the mean delay, then the standard 
deviation must be very small which means the process 
must be very well-controlled.  From a normal 
distributions, 99.9999% parts will have delays less than m
+ 6s units.  However, if the process is not very well-
controlled (i.e., s is not very small), then application clock 
period of m + 6s units may be too slow for the product to 
be sold in the market.  More realistically, if the application 
clock period is m + 3s units, then roughly 0.13% of the 
manufactured parts will have a slower speed due to 
process variation.  Hence, all parts must be tested for extra 
delays introduced due to process variation. 

                                                          
1 The frequency is also referred to as the rated frequency.



In addition, suppose that a spot defect lands on the 
circuit introducing an extra delay of 2ns.  The slack of a 
path is the difference between the application clock period 
and the propagation delay of that path.  If all paths passing 
through the defective region have slacks more than 2ns, 
then the defective circuit will not produce incorrect 
outputs at that particular application speed.  Of course, this 
defect can worsen during normal operation causing the 
circuit to fail in the field.  In contrast, if the slack of a path 
passing through the defect location is less than 2ns, then 
incorrect outputs may be produced when the circuit 
propagates transitions along that particular path. 

This paper is based on experimental data collected 
from more than 70,000 test chips fabricated in a 0.18m
technology by Philips – the Stanford CRC ELF18 
experiment.  The main idea is to detect parts with extra 
delays caused by process variation using on-chip process 
monitor structures such as ring oscillators.  Parts with spot 
defects are detected using transition fault testing.  Test 
escapes resulting from slow transition fault testing where 
the capture clock period is greater than the application 
clock period are reported.  The yield loss (good parts 
declared defective, also called overkill) and test escapes
(defective parts not detected) associated with this test 
technique are studied. 

Section 2 briefly discusses the ELF18 experiment.  
The delay characteristics of the cores studied in this paper 
are discussed in Sec. 3.  We analyze the delay testing 
technique combining transition fault testing and process 
monitor structure characteristics in Sec. 4 and 5.  Open 
issues are discussed in Sec. 5 followed by a review of 
previous work in Sec.6 and conclusions in Sec. 7. 

2.  Overview of ELF18 Experiment 
The ELF18 chips are manufactured in the Philips 

0.18m Corelib technology.  The die size is 31.5mm2 and 
each chip consists of 26 cores – die-id cores, RAM cores, 
ROM cores, analog cores, library evaluation cores, 6 DSP 
cores and a chip controller core.  The R.E.A.L. Digital 
Signal Processor [Kievits 98] is implemented in the DSP 
cores.  The characteristics of the DSP core implementation 
are reported in Table 2.1. 

Table 2.1. Characteristics of DSP cores

Gate
Count

Flip-flop
count

Size Clock  Inter-
connect
layers 

Scan
chains

53,732 1,428 0.76
mm2

1 6 10 

One of the DSP cores has two ring oscillators referred 
to as Ring 1 and Ring 2 in this paper.  Hence, this DSP 
core, referred to as DSP1, is the main focus of this paper.  
The basic repeating block of the ring oscillators consists of 
an inverting delay element, and a load at the output of the 
inverting element.  Both Ring1 and Ring2 consist of 200 
inverting delay elements spread all over the DSP1 core.  

However, the distinction between these two oscillators is 
that, Ring 1 has 100 pairs of inverters spread over DSP1 
core – i.e., the two inverters in a pair are connected locally 
and there is global routing between the inverter pairs.  In 
contrast, Ring2 has all 200 inverters spread over the core. 

3.  DSP1 Delay Characteristics 
Stuck-at and transition fault test patterns were applied 

to the DSP cores as summarized in Table 3.1.  For the 
transition fault test patterns, for each DSP1 core the 
minimum capture clock period (referred to as the minimum
clock period 2) at which that core produced correct outputs 
was recorded. 

Table 3.1. Tests Applied to DSP cores on ELF18 Chips

Test Type Fault 
Coverage

Voltage Capture clock 
period

Single Stuck-at 99% 1.8 V 100ns, 50ns 

  1.65 V 100ns 

  1.95 V 100ns 

Transition: Launch 
on Capture 

97% 1.8 V Minimum clock 
period recorded 

Figure 3.1 shows the distribution of the minimum 
clock periods of the DSP1 cores.  The mean and the 
standard deviation of the minimum clock periods of DSP1 
cores are calculated from the collected experimental data 
using standard techniques [Rumsey 03].  In Figs. 3.2a and 
3.2b we plot the minimum clock periods of DSP1 cores 
and the time periods of the corresponding Ring1 and 
Ring2, respectively.  We fitted the minimum clock period 
to Ring1 and Ring2 time periods using linear regression 
[Rumsey 03] to obtain the following relationships: 

Period,TimeRing105251.06.0PeriodClockMin. ³+=
Period.TimeRing21122.052.0PeriodClockMin. ³+=

  As can be seen, the largest part of the sample population 
follows this prediction very well while outliers are clearly 
visible.  The corresponding root-mean-square error is: 

ä
=

³
n

i
n

1

2period)min. Actual-periodmin.Predicted(1

If Ring1 time period is used, for example, to predict the 
minimum clock period using the relationship shown 
above, then the root mean square error is 0.57ns when we 
consider all DSP1 cores and 0.09ns when we consider all 
DSP1 cores with minimum clock periods less than or equal 
to 12ns.  The majority of DSP1 cores with minimum clock 
periods greater than 12ns do not correlate with the 
corresponding ring oscillator time periods. 

In Figs. 3.2a and 3.2b, a few parts have predicted 
minimum clock periods larger than the actual ones.  These 
can be explained by slow ring oscillators.  There are 
                                                          
2 This corresponds to maximum frequency called Fmax. 



several parts with predicted minimum clock periods 
smaller than actual.  Reason for these behaviors may be 
spot defects, such as resistive vias, contacts and metal lines 
or process variation induced delays that the ring oscillators 
are insensitive to.  These parts are analyzed in Sec. 5.   

4.  Transition Fault Testing using Ring Oscillators
There are three major questions related to any 

transition fault testing strategy: 1.  Transition fault pattern 
generation (e.g., TARO [Tseng 01], Transition along 
longest paths [Park 88, Sharma 02, Qiu 03]); 2.  Test 
application in a scan-based design (e.g., launch on last 
shift, launch on capture); 3.  Capture clock period (e.g., 
slower or faster than application clock period [Yan 03]). 

In this section we study the third aspect. The total 
number of DSP1 cores that were used (after removing 
parts that failed single stuck-at tests) is more than 70,000.  
In Figs. 4.1a, 4.1b and 4.1c we examine three possible 
application clock periods of DSP1 cores – 10ns, 10.5ns 
and 11ns.  Only 194, 62 and 8 of all DSP1 cores have 
minimum clock periods greater than 10ns, 10.5ns and 
11ns, respectively, and less than 11.5ns.  Cores with 
minimum clock periods greater than the application clock 
period and smaller than or equal to the transition fault test 
capture clock period are treated as escapes. Suppose that 
the application clock period is 10ns.  If no transition fault 
test is applied, there will be 285 escapes.  In contrast, if the 
transition fault test capture clock period is 15ns, there will 
be 216 escapes.  Since no functional test patterns were 
applied, the assumption is that there will be no escapes if 
the capture clock period is the same as the application 
clock period – 10ns for this example.  

For 10ns application clock period, there will be 131 
escapes even if the capture clock period is 10.5ns.  From 
quality level standpoint, 131 escapes out of more than 
70,000 total parts indicate a serious problem. 

In contrast, consider the following test strategy: (1) 
Apply transition fault tests with capture clock period of 
15ns and reject all DSP1 cores that fail this test. (2) 
Examine time periods of on-chip ring oscillators (e.g., 
Ring2) of all passing cores and reject all cores whose 
Ring2 time periods are greater than or equal to 80ns.  
From Fig. 4.1a, there are only 34 escapes.  Compare this 
number with 216 escapes if only transition fault testing is 
performed with 15ns capture clock period.  At 10.5ns 
capture clock period, there are only 5 escapes using the 
ring oscillator threshold. 

There are two fundamental parameters associated with 
this new test strategy: 1. The capture clock period, T, of 
transition fault testing; 2. The ring oscillator time period 
threshold, R.  The test strategy is shown below: 

New Delay Testing Approach 
Input: T: Capture clock period of transition fault testing 

R: Ring oscillator time period threshold 
Steps:
1.  Apply transition fault testing with capture clock period T
to all parts.  Reject all parts failing this test. 
2.  Reject all parts passing Step 1 but having ring oscillator 
time period greater than or equal to R.
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Figure 3.1.  Distribution of minimum clock periods of DSP1 cores. (a) Distribution of majority of the DSP1 cores from 6ns – 
10ns. (b) Tail part of the distribution in Fig. 3.1a from 10.5ns – 50ns 
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Figure 3.2.  Plots of minimum clock periods of DSP1 cores 
vs. Ring1 & Ring2 time periods 

There are several trade-offs associated with the choice 
the two parameters.  If T is large, there may be many 
escapes.  On the other hand, if T is large the timing 
constraints on the clock signals (and the scan enable signal 
if launch-on-last-shift transition fault testing is performed) 
are much relaxed.  From transition fault ATPG standpoint, 
a large value of T indirectly translates to fewer constraints 
on sensitizing transitions along longest paths or accounting 
for “small” delay defects in designs with time borrowing.  
More details on these issues can be found in [Kim 03].  
Depending on the choice of R, there may be more test 
escapes or more “good” parts that may be rejected. 

Tests using Ring1 and Ring2 yield similar number of 
test escapes with the thresholds shown in Fig. 4.1.  Hence, 
test escapes for Ring1 and Ring2 aren’t plotted separately. 
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Figure 4.1.  Escapes vs. Transition fault test capture 
clock period.  Total parts > 70,000.  Application clock 

period = (a) 10ns; (b) 10.5ns; (c) 11ns. 



A part rejected by the ring oscillator threshold based 
test but having a minimum clock period less than or equal 
to the application clock period belongs to the category of 
yield loss.  Table 4.1 reports the yield loss corresponding 
to the plots shown in Fig. 4.1.  For example, when the 
application clock period is 10ns, from Fig. 4.1a there are 
19 escapes when the capture clock period of transition 
fault test is 12ns and Ring2 threshold is 80ns.  The yield 
loss (from Table 4.1) is 846 parts.  When no ring oscillator 
test is applied, the yield loss is 0. 

Note that, in this case the yield loss is a function of 
the application clock period and the ring oscillator 
threshold only – it doesn’t depend on the transition fault 
capture clock period (because we assume that the capture 
clock period is greater than or equal to the application 
clock period).   
Table 4.1. Yield loss for ring oscillator tests corresponding 

to escapes in Fig. 4.1.

Ring1 Ring2 Application
clock period 
(ns) Threshold 

(ns)
Yield 
loss

Threshold 
(ns)

Yield 
loss

10 170 1,334 80 846 

10.5 180 132 80 973 

11 180 183 80 1,024 

From Fig. 4.1 and Table 4.1, the following 
observations can be made.  First, with application clock 
period of 10ns or 10.5ns, the ring oscillators help 
significantly in reducing the number of test escapes when 
transition fault testing is performed at a slow speed.  From 
Fig. 4.1a, if no ring oscillator test is performed, even a 5% 
slower transition fault test (10.5ns capture clock period 
with application clock period of 10ns) results in 131 
escapes.  On the other hand, when only ring oscillator test 
is performed, the number of escapes is 99.  For typical 
quality levels (50-500 DPM), slow-speed transition fault 
testing or a ring oscillator test alone is not enough to 
reduce the number of test escapes.  However, the 
combination of both can lead to an effective test strategy 
enabling slow-speed delay testing. 

There isn’t enough benefit obtained from ring 
oscillators when the application clock period is 11ns or 
more.  We suspect this is mainly because most delay 
defects that cause the minimum clock periods of the DSP1 
cores to be greater than 11ns are due to spot defects.  The 
other explanation could be that the ring oscillators are 
insensitive to process variations that cause the minimum 
clock periods of DSP1 cores to exceed 11ns.  It is 
interesting to note that the majority of slow parts (with 
minimum clock period > application clock period of 11ns) 
passing ring oscillator tests have their minimum clock 
periods greater than 150% of 11ns. 

5.  Further Analysis and Open Issues
The ELF18 test chip contains another ring oscillator 

called Ring3 that is distinct from Ring1 and Ring2 in two 
ways.  First, Ring3 is routed within a completely different 
block – the analog block – that is different from the DSP1 
core.  The other difference is that there is no special type 
of load that’s designed in Ring3 unlike the loads 
corresponding to global and local routing that are designed 
for Ring1 and Ring2. 

We analyzed the effectiveness of Ring3 in detecting 
slow parts similar to the analysis in Sec. 4 using Ring1 and 
Ring2.  Our objective was to find out whether we see any 
significant difference in escapes or yield loss when we use 
Ring3 instead of Ring1 or Ring2.  We found that for 
application clock period of 10ns, using Ring3 results in 
either significantly more escapes or significantly more 
yield loss compared to Ring1 or Ring2.  The results are 
summarized in Fig. 5.1.
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Figure 5.1.  Escapes vs. Transition fault test capture 
clock period & yield loss for various Ring3 thresholds.

Application clock period = 10ns.
One open issue we are currently working on relates to 

the outliers in Fig. 3.2.  These are the DSP1 cores whose 
actual minimum clock periods are greater than the values 
predicted from the regression equations relating minimum 
clock periods and ring oscillator time periods.  For 
example, consider the DSP1 cores in Fig. 3.2a that are 
clear outliers but have minimum clock periods less than 
10ns.  Some of these cores that have their corresponding 
Ring1 time periods greater than or equal to 170ns will be 
rejected by our testing technique – these cores will be 
included in the yield loss category.  There will still be a 
few outlier cores that will not be rejected and not treated 
as test escapes because their minimum clock periods are 
less than 10ns and their ring oscillator time periods are less 
than 170ns. These cores probably have spot defects as a 
result of which their minimum clock periods didn’t 
correlate with the ring oscillator time periods.  There are 
three possibilities regarding what may happen if these 
cores are shipped to customers. These cores may be 
transition fault test escapes because transition fault test 
patterns don’t guarantee propagation of transitions along 
longest paths.  Alternatively, these cores may be 



candidates for early-life failures if the spot defect worsens 
in the field.  Finally, these cores may just work fine in the 
field.

These outliers cannot be detected by a traditional 
transition fault test that uses a fixed pre-determined 
capture clock period to test all parts.  One way to detect 
these outliers is to determine the capture clock period for 
each part based on its ring oscillator time period.  The 
relationship between the minimum clock period and the 
ring oscillator time period derived from the regression 
analysis (discussed in Sec. 3) can be used for this purpose. 

For Ring1, the following relationship can be used: 
Period.TimeRing105251.06.0PeriodClockMin. ³+=

  Based on the Ring1 time period of a part, the expected 
minimum clock period of that part is obtained from the 
above relationship.  Next, a guard-band, based on the 
standard deviation of the regression analysis, must be 
added to the expected minimum clock period to determine 
the capture time period for transition fault testing of that 
part. 

6.  Related Work
Use of process monitor structures such as ring 

oscillators to understand process characteristics and to 
obtain indications of the performance of a part isn’t 
something new and is widely used [Milor 97, Bassi 03].  
In [Jain 84], odd inverter chains were reported to be used 
to identify global shifts in propagation delay.  The current 
paper is unique because it uses process monitor structures 
for delay defect screening purposes in conjunction with 
transition fault testing and presents actual data to 
demonstrate the effectiveness and understand the trade-
offs.  Some statistical post-processing techniques for 
outlier identification [Madge 02] can be used to further 
improve the techniques discussed in this paper. 

7.  Conclusions
The data presented clearly shows the effectiveness of 

process monitor structures such as ring oscillators to 
identify slow parts while performing transition fault testing 
slower than the rated speed.  However, there is possible 
yield loss associated with such an approach.  The data also 
shows that by using these ring oscillators we can’t 
completely eliminate transition fault testing.  If process 
monitor structures aren’t used, then the capture clock 
period of transition fault testing must be very tight 
compared to the application clock period time.  The 
benefits of using process monitors can reduce significantly 
when the process is very well-controlled such that a vast 
majority (e.g., > 99.99%) of parts have delays less than the 
application clock period.  Of course, these conclusions 
must be validated for other technologies (65nm, 90nm and 
130nm) and other designs. 

Future efforts should focus on design of more 
sophisticated process monitor structures for delay defect 
detection, development of theoretical models and the use 
of process monitors for speed binning.  An interesting 

extension of this work will be to examine whether process 
monitor s can be used to eliminate path delay fault testing. 
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Abstract

Standard IDDQ testing is limited by the ability to distin-
guish a small fault current from a large background leak-
age current: this limitation is overcome in FPGAs by dif-
ferential IDDQ testing. Partitioning of interconnects further
increases the detectability of a fault current.

Fault location can be achieved by iteratively applying
partitioned differential IDDQ testing to eliminate fault-free
nets. The location algorithm, easily automated, requires
very few configurations and IDDQ measurements, logarith-
mic to the number of initially-suspected faulty nets.

1. Introduction

The background leakage current—the steady-state cur-
rent drawn by an integrated circuit—has dramatically in-
creased with the shrinking dimensions of deep sub-micron
process technologies. Consequently, IDDQ testing has be-
come more challenging: it is difficult to distinguish a small
fault current from a large background leakage current.

The IDDQ of an FPGA is especially high due to (1) the
large number of routing resources, and (2) the driving of un-
used interconnects to a fixed logic value to reduce noise and
crosstalk. By using the magnitude of the difference between
two IDDQ measurements to detect an interconnect bridging
fault, the large background leakage current is eliminated.
Because the interconnection network consumes up to 80%
of the die area and up to 8 metal layers, it is the primary
challenge in FPGA testing.

In contrast to previous IDDQ techniques, no test vectors
are needed to activate faults: programming an FPGA with a
test configuration sets the logic value of each interconnect.
Additionally, by iteratively partitioning and eliminating in-
terconnects, automated fault location is achieved.

The organization of this paper is as follows. Relevant
IDDQ techniques are surveyed in Sec. 2. A generic FPGA
structure is given in Sec. 3. Differential IDDQ is presented in
Sec. 4, followed by partitioning in Sec. 5. Fault location is
discussed in Sec. 6. Finally, the paper concludes in Sec. 7.

2. Previous Work

Certain shorts—shorts to power or ground and stuck-on
transistor defects—are only detected via IDDQ testing in var-
ious multiplexer implementations [1]. This is especially
critical in an FPGA with switch matrices, which are im-
plemented as transmission-gate multiplexers, [2, 3].

IDDQ is used to detect an excessive current caused by a
defect. Standard, or single-threshold, IDDQ testing involves
applying test vectors that set the logic value of some inter-
nal nodes to activate bridging faults. For each test vector an
IDDQ is measured (after transients settle). If any measure-
ment is greater than some threshold, the device fails [4–8].
Differential IDDQ testing, current signature analysis, and
current ratios have been proposed as improvements.

Differential IDDQ testing, or ∆IDDQ, employs the discrete
first derivative of IDDQ as a function of vector number, i, to
detect a fault, ∆IDDQi = IDDQi − IDDQi−1 , [9–11]. Because
the difference between successive pairs of IDDQ measure-
ments is used, vector order is very important.

Current signature analysis does not place a restriction on
vector order: an IDDQ is measured for every vector and then
ordered based on magnitude. A discontinuity in the result-
ing IDDQ signature, greater than some threshold, indicates a
bridging fault is present [12, 13]. Storage and comparison
of IDDQ measurements to only the maximum and minimum
previously measured values is required for implementation.

Finally, the current ratio method also employs a compar-
ison to previously determined maximum and minimum val-
ues. Dynamic thresholds are calculated based on the ratio
of the maximum to the minimum [14].

3. FPGA Structure

An FPGA contains both logic and routing resources.
Logic resources are the hardware within the basic build-
ing blocks—primarily logic blocks and input/output blocks.
Logic blocks contain the combinational and sequential el-
ements needed to perform logic functions: SRAM Look-
up Tables (LUTs) implement combinational functions and



bistables are used in sequential designs. Input/output blocks
pass signals between an FPGA and an external device.

Blocks are interconnected by the routing resources, or
interconnection network—interconnects, switch matrices,
Programmable Interconnect Points (PIPs), multiplexers,
buffers, and vias. A switch matrix (or programmable multi-
plexer) is made up primarily of PIPs, joining interconnects
to form a net. A PIP is a pass transistor controlled by an
associated memory cell that determines whether the PIP is
on (conducting) or off (non-conducting).

Finally, an FPGA is configured, or programmed, with
a configuration bitstream, that determines which logic and
routing resources are used, and in what manner.

4. Differential IDDQ Testing

4.1. Overview

In the differential IDDQ testing method for FPGAs, test
configurations replace test vectors. Each configuration sets
the logic value of some interconnects to the opposite logic
value as that of the rest and the resulting IDDQ is measured.

First, the device is configured such that all interconnects
are driven to the same logic value, say logic-1, and a ref-
erence current, IDDQre f , is measured. Since no bridging
faults are activated, the reference current is simply the back-
ground leakage current, for example the sum of all source-
to-substrate leakage and sub-threshold drain currents.

Next, the device is configured a number of times, each
time setting some subset of the interconnects to the opposite
logic value as that of the rest, say logic-0. For each configu-
ration, a total current, IDDQtot , is measured. Since any bridg-
ing fault between any interconnect driven to logic-0 and any
driven to logic-1 is activated, each total current includes a
possible fault current, IDDQf ault , an interconnect leakage cur-
rent between the opposite-valued interconnects, IDDQint , and
the original background leakage current, IDDQre f .

By subtracting the reference current (measured only
once) from a single total current to get a single signature
current, IDDQsig , a small fault current is more easily detected.
However, because the difference in two measurements is
used, thereby doubling the variance, it is not possible to de-
tect arbitrarily small faults currents.

IDDQsig = IDDQtot − IDDQre f

= (IDDQre f + IDDQint + IDDQf ault )− IDDQre f

= IDDQint + IDDQf ault

4.2. Test Configurations

In a configured FPGA there are used and unused inter-
connects: the former are part of some net in a configuration

while the latter are not. Each net is driven by either a LUT
or a bistable. Only device configuration is needed to control
these logic elements and thus set the logic values of the used
interconnects. The Boolean function a LUT implements de-
termines its output value: logic-0 when F = 0, logic-1 when
F = 1. The initial condition of a bistable determines its out-
put value: logic-0 when init = 0, logic-1 when init = 1.
Unused interconnects are driven to a fixed logic value by
hardware, logic-1 in Xilinx and Altera FPGAs.

4.2.1. Application-independent FPGA

An application-independent FPGA is one whose config-
uration may change several times throughout its lifetime.
Since the customer’s designs are not known a priori, all re-
sources must be guaranteed to be fault-free by the manufac-
turer. Using differential IDDQ testing to detect all intercon-
nect bridging faults requires generating several test configu-
rations that set adjacent interconnects to opposite logic val-
ues. In each configuration the used interconnects are driven
to logic-0, activating any bridging fault to any unused in-
terconnect (logic-1). Figure 1 shows the per-configuration
steps for differential IDDQ testing. Steps 1 and 2 can be in-
terchanged with steps 3 and 4, respectively.

1. Configure FPGA to drive all interconnects to logic-1

2. Measure reference current, IDDQre f

3. Configure FPGA to drive used interconnects to logic-0 and
unused interconnects to logic-1

4. Measure total current, IDDQtot

5. Determine signature current, IDDQsig = IDDQtot − IDDQre f

6. Is IDDQsig > threshold?

(a) Yes, device fails configuration

(b) No, device passes configuration

Figure 1: Per-configuration Test Flow

Minimizing the number of configurations, and thus the
number of IDDQ measurements, is paramount to reducing
test time, since it takes roughly 4–8 ms to configure a Xil-
inx Virtex-II FPGA (dependent on size) and nearly 20 ms
to measure the IDDQ. Although there are thousands of inter-
connects, the tiled layout and bus-oriented (grouped) inter-
connection network can be exploited to minimize the num-
ber of configurations needed to test for all single and most
multiple bridging faults between adjacent interconnects ∗.

In a Virtex-II FPGA with eight metal layers [2], assume
each interconnect type is routed within a single layer: hori-
zontal long, vertical long, horizontal hex, vertical hex, hor-
izontal double, vertical double, direct, and fast. Driving

∗Bridging faults involving more than two adjacent interconnects are
not considered in the number-of-configurations estimate. To detect these
faults, several additional configurations are needed.



Table 1: XC3S50 Differential IDDQ Experimental Results
Device IDDQre f Fault-free Faulty IDDQf ault ds dd i

(mA) IDDQtot (mA) IDDQsig (mA) IDDQtot (mA) IDDQsig (mA) (mA)

1 1.66 1.81 0.15 2.09 0.43 0.28 0.13 0.65 5.0
2 1.72 1.91 0.19 2.20 0.48 0.29 0.13 0.60 4.6
3 1.53 1.66 0.13 1.93 0.40 0.27 0.14 0.68 4.9
4 1.90 2.07 0.17 2.35 0.45 0.28 0.12 0.62 5.2
5 1.60 1.74 0.14 2.01 0.41 0.27 0.13 0.66 5.1

every other interconnect of a particular type to logic-0 (in-
terleaving [15]) activates all faults between adjacent inter-
connects within a metal layer. Interleaving on only every
other layer ensures that bridging faults between layers are
also activated. Thus, in addition to the configuration used to
measure the reference current, only four configurations are
needed to detect all bridging faults: two for odd metal layers
and two for even layers. Layout information is needed for a
more accurate (and admittedly slightly larger) estimate.

4.2.2. Application-dependent FPGA

An application-dependent FPGA is one whose configu-
ration remains unchanged throughout its lifetime. Only the
resources enabling the customer’s design to function—the
used resources—are guaranteed to be fault-free: unused re-
sources may be faulty. Currently Xilinx offers application-
dependent FPGAs through EasyPath [16].

Although bridging faults between used interconnects
may be detected by Boolean testing [17–20], bridging faults
between used and unused interconnects (used-unused bridg-
ing faults) may not be. Due to the extensive use of NMOS
pass transistors in the interconnection network, which pass
a weak logic-1 but a strong logic-0, a bridging defect be-
haves as a wired-AND fault: the stronger logic-0 dominates.
Consequently, if unused interconnects are driven to logic-1,
a used-unused bridging fault appears only as a delay on the
used interconnect, which may not be detected by Boolean
testing. Detection of used-unused bridging faults is impor-
tant for high device reliability and low power consumption.

In addition to the configuration used to measure the refer-
ence current, just one configuration detects all used-unused
bridging faults. All used LUTs are configured to imple-
ment the function F = 0 and all used bistables are config-
ured with the initial condition init = 0: routing of nets re-
mains unchanged. To prevent a set/reset input from causing
a bistable to drive a logic-1 on its output net, it must be
made active-high or synchronous, or disconnected.

4.3. Experimental Results

A fault is injected in a dense configuration that uses
3.66% of all PIPs. An unused PIP joining a used and unused

interconnect is programmed to be on, emulating a bridging
defect of roughly 1 kΩ or a stuck-on PIP [21]. Figure 2a
shows a PIP and its associated SRAM cell, Fig. 2b shows a
PIP in the off state and a real bridging defect, and Fig. 2c
shows a PIP in the on state emulating a bridging defect.

M

(a) PIP Joining
Interconnects

0

(b) Real Bridging
Defect

1

(c) Emulated
Bridging Defect

Figure 2: Bridging Defect Emulation

The detectability of a fault current is a measure of how
large it is with respect to the IDDQ magnitude: a larger de-
tectability means the fault current is more easily detected.
In standard IDDQ testing, the detectability, ds, is the ratio of
the fault current, IDDQf ault , and the total current, IDDQtot . In
differential IDDQ testing, the detectability, dd , becomes the
ratio of the fault current, IDDQf ault , and the signature cur-
rent, IDDQsig . Finally, the improvement, i, of differential
IDDQ testing over standard IDDQ testing is the ratio of the
detectabilities of the two methods, dd and ds.

ds =
IDDQf ault

IDDQtot

dd =
IDDQf ault

IDDQsig

i =
dd

ds
=

IDDQtot

IDDQsig

Table 1 shows the resulting reference currents, IDDQre f ,
the total and signature currents for the fault-free and faulty
cases, IDDQtot and IDDQsig , respectively, and the fault cur-
rents, IDDQf ault , for five Spartan-III, 90 nm XC3S50 devices.
It can be seen that differential IDDQ testing has approxi-
mately a five-fold improvement over standard IDDQ testing
for the injected bridging fault. Furthermore, note that the
total current of device 4 in the fault-free case is greater than
that of devices 3 and 5 in the faulty case. If the threshold for
standard IDDQ testing is set to, say 2.0 mA, device 4 would
fail when fault-free (false failure) and device 3 would pass
when faulty (test escape). In contrast, a threshold for differ-
ential IDDQ testing can be unambiguously determined, since
for each device the faulty signature current is at least double
the fault-free signature current.



5. Partitioning

5.1. Overview

The amount of background leakage current (reference
current) increases with FPGA size. Also, interconnect leak-
age current, and thus total current, increases at a faster rate
than reference current because of the larger number of PIPs
contributing to the leakage between opposite-valued inter-
connects. This is further aggravated by shrinking manufac-
turing process dimensions. Consequently, signature current
increases, making it more difficult to detect a bridging fault.

Consider a single test configuration whose used intercon-
nects compose the set S. This configuration, that tests for
bridging faults between any interconnect in S and any in-
terconnect not in S, can be divided, or partitioned, into N
smaller configurations, each testing only a subset of the in-
terconnects of S. Thus, instead of measuring one total cur-
rent for the original configuration, N total currents are mea-
sured, one for each of the N smaller configurations,

For simplicity and without loss of generality, assume that
each partition contains 1/Nth of the interconnects in S. Be-
cause each partition also contains approximately 1/N th the
number of PIPs, each interconnect leakage current is re-
duced by N. Since the reference current, still measured only
once, does not change, each signature current (except for
any corresponding to a partition that contains a fault) is also
reduced by N. Therefore, the detectability ratio increases:
the fault current is more easily detected. Note that the par-
titions of S need not be disjoint: the only requirement is
that every interconnect of S belongs to at least one partition.
Additionally, N threshold values are now required.

5.2. Experimental Results

A fault is injected in a very dense configuration that uses
2.99% of all PIPs. For each of five Spartan-III, 90 nm
XC3S1000 devices, the IDDQ is measured as described in
Sec 4.3. Figures 3a and 3b show the resulting detectability
and improvement ratios, dd and i, respectively, for one to
six partitions. Both the detectability and improvement ra-
tios increase with the number of partitions. Roughly six
partitions are needed to obtain detectability ratios approxi-
mately equal to those of the smaller XC3S50 devices.

It is found for the larger XC3S1000 devices that the in-
jected bridging fault results in a fault current, IDDQf ault , ap-
proximately twice as large as that for the smaller XC3S50
devices. Subsequently, the improvement of differential
IDDQ testing over standard IDDQ testing is much greater for
the larger FPGAs. For a single partition an increase be-
tween six- and fourteen-fold results, and for six partitions
an increase between twelve- and sixteen-fold results.
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Figure 3: Experimental Results for Partitioned FPGA

6. Fault Location

6.1. Overview

Iterative partitioned differential IDDQ testing can be used
to locate a bridging fault to a single net, a faulty net, which
contains one of the bridged interconnects. The location al-
gorithm, locating single or multiple bridging faults, requires
very few configurations and IDDQ measurements, logarith-
mic to the number of initially-suspected faulty nets. The
technique is therefore practical for even the largest FPGAs.

Initially, all of the used interconnects of a failing differen-
tial IDDQ test configuration (for an application-independent
FPGA) or failing design (for an application-dependent
FPGA) are suspected faulty. Because an entire net, not an
individual interconnect, is driven by a logic element, the
location algorithm identifies a faulty net. Once a net is lo-
cated, the individual faulty interconnect can be determined
by a remove-and-reroute technique [22] using differential
IDDQ testing, which will not be discussed further.

A faulty net is located by iteratively applying partitioned
differential IDDQ testing to eliminate fault-free nets from the
set of suspected faulty nets, S, until only a single net re-



Table 2: XC3S50 Fault Location
Iteration Partition 1 Partition 2 S After

P1 IDDQsig1
(mA) P2 IDDQsig2

(mA) Elimination

0 CLK,n0,n1,n2,n3,n4 0.21 - - CLK,n0,n1,n2,n3,n4

1 CLK,n0,n1 0.00 n2,n3,n4 0.21 n2,n3,n4

2 n2 0.00 n3,n4 0.21 n3,n4
3 n3 0.21 n4 0.00 n3

mains. Two criteria must be met during each iteration. To
ensure convergence, no net of S can be included in all N par-
titions. Furthermore, without knowing the expected magni-
tude of the total current for each partition, S must be par-
titioned evenly, based primarily on the number of nets and
the number of PIPs attached to each net, such that the inter-
connect leakage currents for all partitions are approximately
equal. By balancing these currents, a partition containing a
fault (faulty partition) will display a higher signature current
than one that does not contain a fault (fault-free partition).

6.2. Fault Search

For simplicity and without loss of generality, assume a
binary search is used to locate a single fault, such that in
each iteration S is always divided into two partitions, P1 and
P2. If the criteria discussed in Sec. 6.1 are met, the faulty
partition will display a signature current noticeably higher
than that of the fault-free partition. The nets of the fault-
free partition, all fault-free, are therefore eliminated from
S. The reduced set S is subsequently repartitioned, and a
signature current for each partition is again obtained. The
process repeats until S contains only the faulty net (|S|= 1).
Figure 4 shows the general fault location algorithm.

while |S| > 1
P1 . . .PN = partition(S,N)
foreach Pi

determine IDDQsigi
foreach Pi

if IDDQsigi
< max(IDDQsig1

, . . . ,IDDQsigN
)

S = S - Pi

Figure 4: Fault Location Algorithm

During each iteration two current measurements are
made and S is reduced in size by two. Given an initial set
S with M nets (|S| = M), only 2�log2M�+ 1 configurations
and current measurements are required to locate the faulty
net (+1 is for the single reference current measurement and
the corresponding configuration). The number of configu-
rations and current measurements therefore scales logarith-
mically to the number of initially-suspected faulty nets: the
technique can be used for even the largest FPGAs.

To detect multiple faults, the fault location algorithm is
applied independently to each partition displaying an ele-

vated signature current during a particular iteration, or to all
partitions in the case where all signature currents are equal.
To decrease the probability that all partitions of a particular
iteration display an elevated signature current, the number
of partitions of S can be increased.

6.3. Experimental Results

6.3.1. Small FPGA

An XC3S50 is configured with a design—the decade
counter shown in Figure 5—and a fault is injected on n 3

as described in Sec. 4.3.
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Figure 5: Decade Counter Sample Circuit

Table 2 shows the signature currents, IDDQsig1
and

IDDQsig2
, for partitions P1 and P2, respectively (a binary

search is used). Iteration 0 (before beginning the actual fault
location) shows a bridging fault exists due to the larger-
than-expected signature current, IDDQsig1

. Note that because
the CLK net is driven from off-chip, setting its logic value
is done by driving either a logic-0 or logic-1 from the tester.
Additionally, the signature current of the fault-free partition
always measures 0.00 mA because the corresponding inter-
connect leakage current is negligibly small when S contains
very few interconnects.

6.3.2. Large FPGA

An XC3S1000 is configured with a test configuration that
uses all LUTs and bistables of the device, resulting in a total
of 30720 nets initially in S. A fault, injected as described in
Sec. 4.3, is located using an automated version of the fault
location algorithm via binary search. Figure 6a shows the
signature currents for both partitions during each iteration,
plotted such that P1 is always fault-free. The signature cur-
rent of the fault-free partition converges to zero and the sig-



nature current of the faulty partition converges to the fault
current, IDDQf ault = 0.61 mA, shown in Fig. 6b.
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Figure 6: XC3S1000 Experimental Results

Determining which partition is faulty and which is fault-
free is very easy in the automated algorithm, since dur-
ing each iteration the partitions are balanced: the differ-
ence in signature currents is always within 3% of the re-
sulting fault current. Only �log230720�= 15 iterations,
and thus 2�log230720�+ 1 = 31 configurations and current
measurements, are required to identify the faulty net.

7. Conclusion

Differential IDDQ testing shows a five-fold or greater im-
provement in fault current detectability over standard I DDQ

testing for the injected bridging fault (roughly 1 kΩ). Par-
titioning further increases the improvement to at least 12-
fold. Approximately five configurations test for all adjacent
interconnect bridging faults both within and between metal
layers.

In addition to fault detection, fault location can be
achieved by iteratively applying partitioned differential
IDDQ testing to eliminate fault-free nets. Easily automated,
fault location requires very few configurations and cur-
rent measurements, logarithmic to the number of initially-
suspected faulty nets; it can therefore be used efficiently for
even the largest FPGAs.
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